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Boeing Electric Aircraft Studies
Advanced Concepts – active and realistic approach for over a decade
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Significant Benefits If Challenges Can Be Overcome

**Opportunities**

- **Environmental**
  - Reduced Noise and Emissions

- **Operational flexibility**
  - Multiple Power Schedules (efficient, quiet, low emission modes)

- **Unique configurations**
  - Distributed Propulsion
  - VTOL/STOL
  - BLI

- **Reduced Cost Potential**
  - Energy & Maintenance

**Challenges**

- **Energy/Power Density**
  - Limited mission capability

- **Safety**
  - High Voltage
  - Thermal management

- **Ground Operations**
  - Battery swap/charging

- **Certification Process**
  - New Technology
  - New Standards
Feasibility and EIS/IOC of useful airliner determined by energy storage capability

Electric and Hybrid Electric (w/energy storage) yield environmental benefits only if sustainable energy used in charging grid

Electric aircraft to date are an order of magnitude smaller and lower power than a regional size airliner

Current development trends result in near-term application for small aircraft and long-term application for parallel hybrid airliners
Boeing understands both the opportunities and challenges of electric and hybrid aircraft

Boeing has history and an ongoing and active program to study the technologies and possible future applications of electrified propulsion

More to come for this promising technology area
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